





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































SEE DES MOINES DETAIL
      SEE
SIOUX CITY
    DETAIL
     SEE
IOWA CITY
    DETAIL
       SEE
DAVENPORT
     DETAIL
       SEE
WATERLOO





ALL        26100         830        5100         23
I 480      37000       1010       1020           5
I 380      32000         920       4020         15
I 235      81300       1680       1670           4
I 280      17400         600       3080         21
I 80        28500         820       7800         31
I 74        34800         770       1060           5
I 129      19100         990       1430         13
I 29        17800         650       3180         22
I 35        25100         950       3980         20
I 680        7900         340        1280         21
ROUTE      AADT         SU      COMBO   %TKS
AADT           14900
SU                     590
COMBO         3180
%TRUCKS         25
AADT           17000
SU                     630
COMBO          1510
%TRUCKS          13
AADT           21400
SU                     760
COMBO          5900
%TRUCKS          31
AADT           20300
SU                     770
COMBO          2840
%TRUCKS          18
AADT            6100
SU                  280
COMBO        1240
%TRUCKS       25
AADT         23700
SU                 680
COMBO       6900
%TRUCKS       32
AADT           17700
SU                    570
COMBO          3630
%TRUCKS         24
AADT           30400
SU                     790
COMBO          8100
%TRUCKS         29
AADT           22800
SU                     920
COMBO          3550
%TRUCKS          20
AADT           32000
SU                     920
COMBO          4020
%TRUCKS         15
AADT           35500
SU                   1080
COMBO        10100
%TRUCKS         32
AADT           15000
SU                     480
COMBO         3170
%TRUCKS         24
ANNUAL AVERAGE DAILY TRAFFIC
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INTERSTATE SYSTEM
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AADT            35700
SU                   1170
COMBO          8900
%TRUCKS         26
AADT            34800
SU                     770
COMBO          1060
%TRUCKS           5
AADT            17400
SU                     600
COMBO          3080
%TRUCKS         21
AADT            27600
SU                     820
COMBO          7100
%TRUCKS         29
AADT            66800
SU                   2180
COMBO          9100
%TRUCKS         17
AADT            81300
SU                   1680
COMBO          1670
%TRUCKS           4
AADT            19100
SU                     990
COMBO          1430
%TRUCKS         13
AADT            35900
SU                   1330
COMBO          2620
%TRUCKS         11
AADT            83700
SU                   3110
COMBO          9700
%TRUCKS         15
AADT            69600
SU                   2780
COMBO          8900
%TRUCKS         17
AADT            33900
SU                   1200
COMBO          2530
%TRUCKS         11
AADT            37000
SU                   1010
COMBO          1020
%TRUCKS           5
AADT            18500
SU                     900
COMBO          2110







6 US Route Shields
4 Iowa Route Shields
D51 County Route Shields
